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Abstract
In (J. Pure Appl. Algebra 55 (1988) 199), Stichtenoth gave sufﬁcient conditions for
algebraic–geometric Goppa codes to be self-dual. We adapt this work using differentials to the
setting of generalized AG codes introduced by Xing et al. (IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory 45
(1999) 2498). As a consequence we are naturally led to generalized notions of duality for codes.
Many examples are presented.
r 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the late 1970s Goppa introduced algebraic–geometric codes (AG codes) which
proved very powerful in addressing important problems in coding theory. For
example, the asymptotic Gilbert–Varshamov bound for q-ary codes with sufﬁciently
large q was beaten with sequences of AG codes. A key ingredient for the construction
of Goppa codes is a global function ﬁeld with many rational places compared to the
genus. Recently, in an attempt to ﬁnd other constructions of codes using algebraic–
geometric techniques, Niederreiter, Xing and Lam found several generalizations of
Goppa codes. O¨zbudak and Stichtenoth [11] showed that one of their constructions
includes all others as a special case—namely what is called XNL codes in [10]. Here
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we will call these codes generalized AG codes.1 These codes are a natural
generalization of Goppa codes which allows one to work with higher degree places
which are in greater abundance. This added ﬂexibility makes generalized AG codes
more powerful as is proved by examples in [4,15] providing several best known q-ary
codes for small q:
Goppa codes can be introduced in two ways—through Riemann–Roch spaces or
by using differentials. Both approaches are related by the Residue Theorem and in
this sense are dual to each other. In [15], Riemann–Roch spaces were employed to
deﬁne generalized AG codes. In this paper we show that the method used in [15] also
applies to differentials. Along these lines duality can be adapted to this general
setting such that a lot of duality results holding for Goppa codes can be transferred
to generalized AG codes. We are naturally led to a generalized notion of duality of
codes.
In Section 2 we recall the deﬁnition of generalized AG codes and basic
background on differentials. Next we present generalized AG codes using
differentials. In Section 3 we investigate duality of Fq-linear subspaces ofQs
i¼1 Fqki : Our main tool is the Residue Theorem (Theorem 3) which suggests a
natural inner product involving trace maps. In this section we also state analogous
versions of relevant results from [13] and thereby describe duality of those Fq-linear
subspaces of
Qs
i¼1 Fqki which are deﬁned by algebraic curves in the same way that
Goppa codes are deﬁned. In Section 4, we exhibit generator and parity check
matrices of generalized AG codes. In this section we also introduce a generalized
inner product and consequently we also generalize the notions of codes to be self-
orthogonal and self-dual. Finally, in Section 5, we present examples which illustrate
the general theory. Perhaps surprisingly, while the resulting codes have the property
of being self-orthogonal or self-dual (in a generalized sense), several of them attain or
are close to the minimum distance lower bounds in [1,12].
We should mention here that the inner product (14) is also deﬁned in the paper of
Heydtmann [6]. Also, in [6] the Duality Theorem (Theorem 4 below) is proved. We
present in this paper an alternative proof of the Duality Theorem through ordinary
differentials while the approach in [6] is in the equivalent setting of Weil differentials.
Our use of the Residue Theorem makes it possible to present a more compact proof.
2. Generalized AG codes through differentials
Throughout we follow the notation of [14]. We recall the construction of
generalized AG codes from [15]. From a global function ﬁeld F=Fq with genus g;
choose a divisor G and distinct places Pi of degree ki for 1pips; which do not occur
in the support of G: In the following, LðGÞ denotes the Riemann–Roch space
corresponding to G; i.e. LðGÞ ¼ fxAF jðxÞX G or x ¼ 0g where ðxÞ is the
principal divisor of x; OPi is the valuation ring corresponding to the place Pi and for
1We follow the advice of the anonymous referee concerning this.
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xAOPi ; xðPiÞ denotes the residue class of x in the residue class ﬁeld OPi=Pi: For each
i ¼ 1;y; s; choose a linear ½ni; ki; di	 code Ci over Fq such that ki ¼ deg Pi: Then the
generalized AG code CLðP1;y; Ps; G; C1;y; CsÞ is deﬁned to be the image of the
following composite map:
a: LðGÞ -
ev Qs
i¼1
OPi=Pi -
Qs
i¼1
pi Qs
i¼1
Ci;
x / ðxðPiÞÞsi¼1 / ðpiðxðPiÞÞÞsi¼1;
8>><
>: ð1Þ
where pi : OPi=Pi-Ci is a chosen Fq-linear isomorphism for each i ¼ 1;y; s: We
summarize results on CLðP1;y; Ps; G; C1;y; CsÞ from [11,15].
Theorem 1. The kernel of a is LðG  DÞ: If degGoPsi¼1 ki then the parameters
½n; k; d	 of the code CLðP1;y; Ps; G; C1;y; CsÞ satisfy
n ¼
Xs
i¼1
ni; ð2Þ
kXdegG  g þ 1 and ð3Þ
dX
Xs
i¼1
di max
X
iAS
di
SAX
( )
; ð4Þ
where
X ¼ SDf1;y; sg
X
iAS
kipdegG

( )
:
Moreover, we have equality in (3) if degG42g  2:
To prepare for our approach to generalized AG codes we recall some basic facts
about differentials and completions of function ﬁelds from [2,14]. The set of all
differentials of F forms a one-dimensional vector space over F : Let o be a
differential of F : Then for any zAF such that the extension F=FqðzÞ is separable, o
can be uniquely written in the form o ¼ udz with uAF : For differentials o1 ¼ u1dz;
o2 ¼ u2dz and any uAF we have o1 þ o2 ¼ ðu1 þ u2Þ dz and u  o1 ¼ ðuu1Þ dz: These
are independent of the choice of the separating element zAF : Moreover, if o1a0
then the quotient of differentials o2o1 is deﬁned as
o2
o1
:¼ u2
u1
AF :
Let P be a place of F of degree m; tAF a local parameter at P and FP :¼ OP=P the
residue class ﬁeld of P; which is a degree m extension of Fq: The completion FˆP of F
with respect to the valuation vP corresponding to P is isomorphic to the ﬁeld of
Laurent series with coefﬁcients in FP; i.e. for all xAFˆP we have a unique expansion of
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the form
x ¼
X
i4N
ait
i; ð5Þ
where aiAFP and for negative i only ﬁnitely many ai are non-zero.
For xAF with expansion (5) we have
dx
dt
¼
X
i4N
iait
i1AF :
The residue of x at P with respect to t; denoted by resP;tðxÞ; is the coefﬁcient a1
of t1 in (5). Given the differential o ¼ x dt; the residue of o at P; denoted by
resPðoÞ; is deﬁned to be
resPðoÞ :¼ resP;tðxÞ:
In fact, resPðoÞ is independent of the speciﬁc choice of the local parameter t: if t0 is
another local parameter at P and o ¼ x0dt0 then x0 ¼ xdt
dt0 and resP;tðxÞ ¼ resP;t0 ðx0Þ:
Corresponding to a differential oa0 there is a divisor, denoted by ðoÞ; such that
for any place Q of F ; vQððoÞÞ is deﬁned as follows: let tQ be a local parameter for Q
and o ¼ xQ dtQ with xQAF : Then vQððoÞÞ :¼ vQðxQÞ: A divisor W of the form
W ¼ ðoÞ for some differential o is called canonical.
For any divisor A of F ; deﬁne the set of differentials
OðAÞ :¼ fojðoÞXA or o ¼ 0g:
It can be shown that OðAÞ is a vector space over Fq and that OðAÞDLðW  AÞ
where W is any canonical divisor of F : We have by the Riemann–Roch Theorem
that
dimOðAÞ ¼ dimLðAÞ  degA þ g  1: ð6Þ
Observe that if degðW  AÞo0; that is, if degA42g  2 then OðAÞ ¼ f0g: Also, if
degAo0 then dimOðAÞ ¼ g  degA  1:
We are now ready to deﬁne generalized AG codes through differentials.
Continuing with the same notation as above, we set D :¼ P1 þ P2 þ?þ Ps: Let
COðP1;y; Ps; G; C1;y; CsÞ denote the image of following composite map:
g: OðG  DÞ -
rs Qs
i¼1
OPi=Pi -
Qs
i¼1
pi Qs
i¼1
Ci;
o / ðresPiðoÞÞsi¼1 / ðpiðresPiðoÞÞÞsi¼1;
8><
>>: ð7Þ
where, as in (1), pi : OPi=Pi-Ci is a chosen Fq-linear isomorphism for each
i ¼ 1;y; s:
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Theorem 2. The kernel of the map g is OðGÞ: If degG42g  2; then the parameters
½n; k; d	 of the code COðP1;y; Ps; G; C1;y; CsÞ satisfy:
n ¼
Xs
i¼1
ni; ð8Þ
kXdegD  degG þ g  1 ð9Þ
and
dX
Xs
i¼1
di max
X
iAS
di
SAX
( )
; ð10Þ
where
X ¼ SDf1;y; sg
X
iAS
kipdegD  degG þ 2g  2

( )
:
Moreover, we have equality in (9) if degGodegD:
Proof. For oAOðG  DÞ; the condition resPiðoÞ ¼ 0 is equivalent to vPiððoÞÞX0;
hence the kernel of g is OðGÞ: If degG42g  2; the map g is injective and the
dimension of the code equals dimOðG  DÞ; so (9) follows from the Riemann–Roch
Theorem.
We show (10). Let oAOðG  DÞ such that gðoÞ is a non-zero codeword with
minimum weight. Let S be the set of all i such that resPiðoÞ ¼ 0: Immediately it
follows that
dX
X
ieS
di ¼
Xs
i¼1
di 
X
iAS
di: ð11Þ
For each iAS; vPiððoÞÞX0 so that oAOðG 
P
ieS PiÞ: Since OðG 
P
ieS PiÞaf0g;
it follows that
deg G 
X
ieS
Pi
 !
p2g  2;
that is
2g  2 degG þ degDX
X
iAS
ki:
The desired result follows. &
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In order to obtain meaningful estimates for the minimum distances, we assume
throughout that the divisor G satisﬁes 2g  2odeg Gok1 þ k2 þ?þ ks:
3. Duality in
Qs
i¼1
FPi
For a place P in F we denote the trace map from FP to Fq by TrFP=Fq : The
following result will be crucial (cf. [2, Section III.5]):
Theorem 3 (Residue Theorem). For any differential o of F ; we haveX
TrFP=FqðresPðoÞÞ ¼ 0; ð12Þ
where the sum is over all places P of F :
In the context of the previous section this theorem applies as follows:
Proposition 1. For all xALðGÞ; and all oAOðG  DÞ we have
Xs
i¼1
TrFPi =FqðresPiðxoÞÞ ¼ 0: ð13Þ
Proof. Observe that for xALðGÞ and oAOðG  DÞ;
ðxoÞ ¼ ðxÞ þ ðoÞX G þ G  D ¼ P1  P2 ? Ps
so that resPðxoÞ ¼ 0 for all places PaP1; P2;y; Ps: Now the result follows from the
Residue Theorem. &
Let V be the Fq-vector space
Qs
i¼1 FPi with dimension
Ps
i¼1 ki ¼ degD: The
above suggests that we deﬁne the following bilinear map. For x ¼ ðx1;y; xsÞ;
y ¼ ðy1;y; ysÞAV we let
/x; yS :¼
Xs
i¼1
TrFPi =FqðxiyiÞ: ð14Þ
Proposition 2. The bilinear map /;S is an inner product on V:
Proof. We need to show that /;S is non-degenerate. Observe thatPs
i¼1 TrFPi =FqðxiyiÞ ¼ 0 for all ðy1;y; ysÞAV implies TrFPi =FqðxiyiÞ ¼ 0 for all
yiAFPi and all i ¼ 1;y; s and since TrFPi =Fq is not identically 0, this implies xi ¼ 0
for all i ¼ 1;y; s: &
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Given an Fq-linear subspace CpV let C> denote the dual space of C with respect to
the inner product /;S: With standard arguments from linear algebra one can prove
(see for instance [9]):
Proposition 3. For all subspaces CpV we have
dim C þ dim C> ¼ dimV; C>> ¼ C:
Let CLðG; DÞ and COðG; DÞ be the respective images of the maps ev and rs in (1)
and (7), i.e. CLðG; DÞ ¼ evðLðGÞÞ; COðG; DÞ ¼ rsðOðG  DÞÞpV: Then we have
the following result:
Theorem 4.
CLðG; DÞ> ¼ COðG; DÞ: ð15Þ
Proof. Observe that for all xALðGÞ and oAOðG  DÞ we have resPiðxoÞ ¼
xðPiÞresPiðoÞ: Thus (13) implies /evðxÞ; rsðoÞS ¼ 0 and hence COðG; DÞD
CLðG; DÞ>: The result now follows from the equality of the dimensions: using
Theorem 2, the Riemann–Roch Theorem, Theorem 1 and Proposition 3 we get
dim COðG; DÞ ¼ dimOðG  DÞ  dimOðGÞ
¼ dimLðG  DÞ  degG þ degD  1þ g
 ðdimLðGÞ  degG  1þ gÞ
¼ degD  ðdimLðGÞ  dimLðG  DÞÞ
¼ dimV dim CLðG; DÞ
¼ dim CLðG; DÞ>: &
We now investigate further relationships between the spaces CLðG; DÞ and
COðG; DÞ: The next set of results, up to Corollary 2, are immediate generalizations of
results from [13] to this more general setting. Proofs which are identical, except for
minor modiﬁcations, to the analogous results in [13] are omitted.
For a ¼ ða1;y; asÞAV and a linear subspace CpV we deﬁne
a  C :¼ fða1x1;y; asxsÞjðx1;y; xsÞACg:
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Clearly, if aia0 for all i ¼ 1;y; s; then C and a  C have the same dimensions as
Fq-vector spaces. In this case we say that C and a  C are equivalent.
Theorem 5. Let Z be a differential of F with vPiððZÞÞ ¼ 1 ði ¼ 1;y; sÞ: Then
COðG; DÞ is equivalent to CLðD  G þ ðZÞ; DÞ; in particular
COðG; DÞ ¼ a  CLðD  G þ ðZÞ; DÞ;
with a ¼ ðresP1ðZÞ;y; resPsðZÞÞ:
Corollary 1. There exists a differential Z such that
COðG; DÞ ¼ CLðD  G þ ðZÞ; DÞ:
Proof. We have to show the existence of a differential Z such that vPiððZÞÞ ¼ 1 and
resPiðZÞ ¼ 1 for i ¼ 1;y; s: We follow the proof of Lemma II.2.9 from [14]: Let
Z0a0 be a differential of F : By the Weak Approximation Theorem, there exists xAF
such that vPiðxÞ ¼ vPiððZ0ÞÞ  1; i ¼ 1;y; s: For Z1 :¼ xZ0 we therefore obtain
vPiððZ1ÞÞ ¼ 1: This implies that ai :¼ resPiðZ1Þ is a non-zero element of FPi : Let ti be
a Pi-prime element and Z1 ¼ xi dti; xiAF ; then again by the Weak Approximation
Theorem there is yAF such that vPiðy  xitiÞ40: Since ðxitiÞðPiÞ ¼ ai it follows
vPiðyÞ ¼ 0 and yðPiÞ ¼ ai: Finally, we set Z :¼ y1Z1 and infer vPiððZÞÞ ¼ 1 and
resPiðZÞ ¼ resPiðy1xi dtiÞ ¼ y1ðPiÞresPi ;tiðxiÞ ¼ 1: &
Next, conditions are given for CLðG; DÞ to be equivalent to CLðG; DÞ>:
Theorem 6. Assume there exists a differential Z such that
ð1Þ ðZÞX2G  D and ð2Þ vPiððZÞÞ ¼ 1 ði ¼ 1;y; sÞ:
Then with a :¼ ðresP1ðZÞ;y; resPsðZÞÞ we have
a  CLðG; DÞDCLðG; DÞ>:
If ðZÞ ¼ 2G  D; then
a  CLðG; DÞ ¼ CLðG; DÞ>:
Corollary 2. Assume there is a differential Z with the following properties:
ð1Þ ðZÞX2G  D and ð2Þ resPiðZÞ ¼ b2i ; biAFnPi ði ¼ 1;y; sÞ:
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Then there exists a divisor G0 equivalent to G such that CLðG0; DÞDCLðG0; DÞ>: If we
further assume that ðZÞ ¼ 2G  D; then CLðG0; DÞ ¼ CLðG0; DÞ>: If q is even, then
condition (2) is always valid.
4. Generator/parity check matrices and generalized duality
In the previous section we have studied duality inV ¼Qsi¼1 FPi : Now we want to
use these results for the codes CLðP1;y; Ps; G; C1;y; CsÞ and
COðP1;y; Ps; G; C1;y; CsÞ: Here we establish a correlation between the inner
product /;S inV and an inner product on the codewords in
Qs
i¼1 CipFnq: This will
lead us to a more general notion of duality. In order to achieve this, we ﬁrst exhibit
generator and parity check matrices for generalized AG codes.
For any ﬁnite extension ﬁeld M of Fq; it is shown in [8] that there always exists an
almost self-dual basis fz1;y; zng for M as an Fq-vector space, i.e. TrM=FqðzizjÞ ¼ 0
for all iaj and TrM=Fqðz2i Þ ¼ 1 with possibly one exception for i: This exception
occurs if and only if q is odd and ½M: Fq	 is even.
Thus for each i ¼ 1;y; s; we ﬁx an almost self-dual Fq-basis Bi ¼
fuðiÞ1 ; uðiÞ2 ;y; uðiÞki g of FPi and for the sake of uniformity in representation let
t
ðiÞ
j :¼ TrFPi =Fqððu
ðiÞ
j Þ2Þ;
where, as mentioned above, t
ðiÞ
j ¼ 1 for all joki: Let zAFPi : Then there exist ljAFq
such that z ¼Pkij¼1 ljuðiÞj : Multiplying this equation with uðiÞr and taking the trace
leads to TrFPi =Fqðzu
ðiÞ
r Þ ¼ lrtðiÞr : So we obtain the representation
z ¼
Xki
j¼1
TrFPi =Fq z
u
ðiÞ
j
t
ðiÞ
j
 !
u
ðiÞ
j : ð16Þ
Next, we ﬁx an Fq-basis B ¼ fx1;y; xkg of LðGÞ: For i ¼ 1;y; s let
Ai :¼ TrFPi =Fq xrðPiÞ
u
ðiÞ
j
t
ðiÞ
j
 ! !
r¼1;y;k
j¼1;y;ki
: ð17Þ
Then the k Psi¼1 ki-matrix ðA1?AsÞ corresponds to the linear mapping
ev :LðGÞ-Qsi¼1 FPi with respect to the chosen bases.
Let Mi be the generator matrix of Ci in standard form, that is,
Mi :¼ ðIki %MiÞ; ð18Þ
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where Iki is the ki  ki identity matrix and %Mi is the ki  ðni  kiÞ matrix of check
symbols. Further, let c
ðiÞ
j denote the jth row of Mi; 1pjpki: Now we make use of the
free choice of the Fq-linear mappings pi : FPi-Ci: for each 1pips we deﬁne
piðuðiÞj Þ :¼ cðiÞj
for 1pjpki: Then the
Ps
i¼1 ki 
Ps
i¼1 ni matrix
M :¼
M1 0 0
0 & 0
0 0 Ms
0
B@
1
CA: ð19Þ
corresponds to the mapping
Qs
i¼1 pi :
Qs
i¼1 FPi-
Qs
i¼1 Ci:
Theorem 7. With Ai and %Mi from (17) and (18), the matrix
ðA1 A1  %M1?As As  %MsÞ
is a generator matrix for CLðP1;y; Ps; G; C1;y; CsÞ:
Proof. Composing the two mappings
LðGÞ-ev
Ys
i¼1
FPi -
Qs
i¼1
pi Ys
i¼1
Ci
we arrive at a generator matrix for the code CLðP1;y; Ps; G; C1;y; CsÞ:
ðA1?AsÞ  M ¼ ðA1 A1  %M1?As As  %MsÞ: &
Let xALðGÞ and oAOðG  DÞ: For each i ¼ 1;y; s we let
x
ðiÞ
j :¼ TrFPi =Fq xðPiÞ
u
ðiÞ
j
t
ðiÞ
j
 !
; oðiÞj :¼ TrFPi =Fq resPiðoÞ
u
ðiÞ
j
t
ðiÞ
j
 !
denote the coordinates of xðPiÞ and resPiðoÞ according to (16), so that
xðPiÞ ¼ xðiÞ1 uðiÞ1 þ xðiÞ2 uðiÞ2 þ?þ xðiÞki u
ðiÞ
ki
;
resPiðoÞ ¼ oðiÞ1 uðiÞ1 þ oðiÞ2 uðiÞ2 þ?þ oðiÞki u
ðiÞ
ki
:
Identity (13) in coordinates becomes
/evðxÞ; rsðoÞS ¼
Xs
i¼1
Xki
j¼1
t
ðiÞ
j x
ðiÞ
j o
ðiÞ
j ¼ 0: ð20Þ
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Let %c
ðiÞ
j be the vector consisting of the last ni  ki components of cðiÞj : Then the
respective codewords corresponding to x and o are
x
ð1Þ
1 ;y; x
ð1Þ
k1
;
Xk1
j¼1
x
ð1Þ
j %c
ð1Þ
j ;y; x
ðsÞ
1 ;y; x
ðsÞ
ks
;
Xks
j¼1
x
ðsÞ
j %c
ðsÞ
j
 !
and
oð1Þ1 ;y;o
ð1Þ
k1
;
Xk1
j¼1
oð1Þj %c
ð1Þ
j ;y;o
ðsÞ
1 ;y;o
ðsÞ
ks
;
Xks
j¼1
oðsÞj %c
ðsÞ
j
 !
:
Note that while identity (20) is on only k1 þ k2 þ?þ ks coordinates of the length
n1 þ n2 þ?þ ns codewords in CLðP1;y; Ps; G; C1;y; CsÞ and
COðP1;y; Ps; G; C1;y; CsÞ; this relation occurs independent of the choice of the
codes Ci: Also, these coordinates in general do not correspond to just the
informational part of the codewords—this follows from the fact that
dimLðGÞok1 þ k2 þ?þ ks: Under the condition that all the tðiÞj ’s are equal to 1
(this is always possible when q is even), if one chooses the Ci’s to be ½ki; ki; 1	 codes,
then using Theorem 6 and Corollary 2, one can obtain self-dual and self-orthogonal
codes. However, in general one loses self-duality in the usual sense. Below we show
how one recovers self-duality if we view our ambient space as the product
Qs
i¼1 Ci
instead of Fnq: First we exhibit a parity check matrix for generalized AG codes.
Let HL be the k  n matrix
ðA01O1yA0sOsÞ;
where A0i is the k  ki matrix which coincides with Ai in the ﬁrst ki  1 columns and
the kith column of A
0
i is the kith column of Ai multiplied with t
ðiÞ
ki
; and Oi is the
k  ðni  kiÞ zero matrix.
Theorem 8. Let H1;y; Hs be respective parity check matrices for the codes C1;y; Cs:
Then the matrix
H ¼
H1 0 0
0 & 0
0 0 Hs
HL
0
BBB@
1
CCCA
is a parity check matrix for COðP1;y; Ps; G; C1;y; CsÞ:
Proof. Let v ¼ ðvð1Þ1 ;y; vð1Þn1 ;y; vðsÞ1 ;y; vðsÞns ÞAFnq: Then Hvt ¼ 0 if and only if
HiðvðiÞ1 ;y; vðiÞni Þt ¼ 0; i ¼ 1;y; s; ð21Þ
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and
HLv
t ¼ 0: ð22Þ
Obviously (21) is equivalent to vA
Qs
i¼1 Ci: Thus, for each i ¼ 1;y; s; there exists
vðiÞAFPi such that piðvðiÞÞ ¼ ðvðiÞ1 ;y; vðiÞni Þ: Now (22) just means
/evðxrÞ; ðvð1Þ;y; vðsÞÞS ¼
Xs
i¼1
TrFPi =FqðxrðPiÞvðiÞÞ ¼ 0
for all r ¼ 1;y; k: By Theorem 4 this is equivalent to ðvð1Þ;y; vðsÞÞACOðG; DÞ; i.e.
vACOðP1;y; Ps; G; C1;y; CsÞ: &
We are now ready to present our notions of generalized duality. Identity (20)
suggests that for any
a :¼ ða1;1;y; a1;n1 ;y; as;1;y; as;nsÞAFnq
and
b :¼ ðb1;1;y; b1;n1 ;y; bs;1;y; bs;nsÞAFnq
we deﬁne the bilinear map
a*b :¼
Xs
i¼1
Xki
j¼1
t
ðiÞ
j ai;jbi;j: ð23Þ
Of course, this product is degenerate in general. However, using Proposition 2 and
the isomorphism
Qs
i¼1 pi between
Qs
i¼1 FPi and C :¼
Qs
i¼1 Ci it follows that if we
restrict to the smaller space C then the product * is non-degenerate. If C is an Fq-
linear subspace of C; then using * one can deﬁne the dual of C in C; also denoted
C>; in the usual way. We also have the usual results
C>> ¼ C and dim C þ dim C> ¼ dimC:
From the proof of Theorem 8, we have the following result:
Theorem 9. With respect to the inner product * on C; we have
CLðP1;y; Ps; G; C1;y; CsÞ> ¼ COðP1;y; Ps; G; C1;y; CsÞ: ð24Þ
If CDC> or C ¼ C> then we say that C is *-self-orthogonal, respectively *-self-
dual, with respect to (23).
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5. Examples
Next we give a general recipe to ﬁnd an appropriate differential Z and divisors G
and D satisfying the conditions of Theorem 6 and Corollary 2. Concrete examples
are given thereafter.
Let F :¼ Fqðx; yÞ be a ﬁnite separable extension of the rational function ﬁeld FqðxÞ
of genus g: Let fðxÞ be a separable polynomial of positive degree over Fq and let
fðxÞ :¼ p1ðxÞp2ðxÞyptðxÞ
be a factorization of fðxÞ with irreducible piðxÞAFq½x	: For each i let Qi denote the
place of FqðxÞ which corresponds to the polynomial piðxÞ: We assume that none of
the Qi’s ramify in the extension F=FqðxÞ: Put
D ¼ ConðQ1 þ Q2 þ?þ QtÞ;
where Con is the conorm map of the extension F=FqðxÞ: Deﬁne the differential Z by
Z :¼ dx
fðxÞ:
Then the divisor of Z is given by
ðZÞ ¼ ðdxÞ  ðfðxÞÞ
¼DiffðF=FqðxÞÞ þ ðdeg fðxÞ  2ÞðxÞN  D:
From Theorem 6 and Corollary 2 we must choose the divisor G so that
2GpDiffðF=FqðxÞÞ þ ðdeg fðxÞ  2ÞðxÞN ð25Þ
with equality possible if and only if the right-hand side has even coefﬁcients.
In order to streamline our presentation, the notation used will be consistent with
those above and we omit details in the computations. Throughout, whenever we
exhibit an ’½n; k; d	 code’, it is with the understanding that d is really a lower bound
for the true minimum distance of the code.
In all the examples, whenever we refer to a polynomial as a place it will be implicit
that the polynomial is irreducible and that we are referring to the corresponding
place in the rational function ﬁeld.
In some examples we use fðxÞ ¼ xq  x over Fq: For this choice of fðxÞ we have
that the residues of Z with respect to the zeros of fðxÞ in F are all equal to 1 (cf.
Theorem 6).
Example 1. Let F :¼ F2ðx; yÞ be defined by
y2 þ y ¼ x3:
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This function ﬁeld was considered in [15]. The different of F=F2ðxÞ is given by 4PN
where PN is the pole of x in F : Thus g ¼ 1:
We choose fðxÞ ¼ xðx þ 1Þðx2 þ x þ 1Þ: This choice of fðxÞ yields two places of
degree 1 and three places of degree 2. From (25) we must have
Gp4PN:
First we choose G ¼ 3PN: For the Ci’s we use two ½1; 1; 1	 codes and three ½2; 2; 1	
codes, we obtain an ½8; 3; 3	 code which is *-self-orthogonal.
Now put Gm ¼ mPN ð1pmp4Þ: Then, using two ½1; 1; 1	 codes and three ½3; 2; 2	
codes, we obtain an ½11; m; 8 m	 code which is *-self-dual for m ¼ 4:
Next choose fðxÞ ¼ xðx þ 1Þðx2 þ x þ 1Þðx3 þ x2 þ 1Þ: This choice of fðxÞ yields
two places of degree 1, three places of degree 2 and two places of degree 3. From (25)
we must have
Gp7PN:
First we choose G ¼ 7PN: Using two ½1; 1; 1	 codes, three ½2; 2; 1	 codes and two
½3; 3; 1	 codes, we obtain a ½14; 7; 3	 code which is self-dual.
Next we choose Gm :¼ mPN ð1pmp7Þ: Using two ½1; 1; 1	 codes, three ½3; 2; 2	
codes and two ½4; 3; 2	 codes we obtain a ½19; m; 12 m	 code which is *-self-
orthogonal. For m ¼ 7 the code is *-self-dual. Using two ½1; 1; 1	 codes, three ½3; 2; 2	
codes and two ½6; 3; 3	 codes we obtain a ½23; m; 14 m	 code which is *-self-
orthogonal (*-self-dual when m ¼ 7).
Example 2. Let F :¼ F4ðx; yÞ be deﬁned by
y2 þ y ¼ x3 þ x:
This curve was considered in [4]. The different of F=F4ðxÞ is given by 4PN ðPN is the
pole of x in F ) so that g ¼ 1: The function ﬁeld F contains ﬁve places of degree 1, 10
places of degree 2 (two of which arise from the inert places x þ a; x þ a2; where a is a
primitive element of F4) and 20 places of degree 3. For each of these places, except
PN; choose the corresponding monic irreducible polynomial in F4ðxÞ and let fðxÞ be
the product of these polynomials. Now, the residues of the differential Z ¼ dx=fðxÞ
are all non-zero squares so that Corollary 2 is applicable. From (25) we must have
Gp42PN:
We choose Gm :¼ mPN ð1pmp42Þ: Since g ¼ 1; all codes from Gm have dimension
m: Using four ½1; 1; 1	 codes, 10 ½3; 2; 2	 codes and 20 ½5; 3; 3	 codes, we obtain a
½134; m; 84 m	 code. These codes are *-self-orthogonal and for m ¼ 42; the code is
*-self-dual.
Next we change the above fðxÞ by removing the factor ðx þ aÞðx þ a2Þ: This
choice of fðxÞ yields four places of degree 1, eight places of degree 2 and 20 places of
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degree 3. From (25) we must have
Gp40PN:
With G ¼ 40PN; using four ½1; 1; 1	 codes, eight ½2; 2; 1	 codes and 20 ½3; 3; 1	 codes,
we obtain a ½80; 40; 14	 self-dual code.
Now let Gm :¼ mPN ð1pmp40Þ: Using four ½1; 1; 1	 codes, eight ½3; 2; 2	 codes
and 20 ½5; 3; 3	 codes, we obtain a ½128; m; 80 m	 code. These codes are *-self-
orthogonal and for m ¼ 40; the code is *-self-dual.
We note here that if one considers other variations of fðxÞ then one can also
obtain codes with parameters ½108; m; 68 m	 ð1pmp34Þ; ½114; m; 72 m	
ð1pmp36Þ; ½118; m; 74 m	 ð1pmp37Þ and ½124; m; 78 m	 ð1pmp39Þ: All these
codes are *-self-orthogonal and *-self-dual for the largest possible m:
Example 3. Let F :¼ F4ðx; yÞ be deﬁned by
y2 þ y ¼ x
2 þ x þ 1
ax
;
where a is a primitive element of F4: This curve is considered in [4]. The different of
F=F4ðxÞ is given by 2P0 þ 2PN where P0 (PN) is the zero (pole) of x in F : Thus
g ¼ 1: The function ﬁeld F contains six places of degree 1, nine places of degree 2
and 16 places of degree 3. For each of these places, except PN and P0; choose the
corresponding monic irreducible polynomial in F4ðxÞ and let fðxÞ be the product of
these polynomials. With this choice of fðxÞ; the divisor D is supported by four places
of degree 1, nine places of degree 2 and 16 places of degree 3. From (25) we must
have
GpP0 þ 34PN:
Choosing G ¼ P0 þ 34PN; and four ½1; 1; 1	 codes, nine ½2; 2; 1	 codes and 16 ½3; 3; 1	
codes we obtain a self-dual ½70; 35; 12	 code.
Next we choose Gm :¼ P0 þ mPN (0pmp34). All codes from Gm have dimension
m þ 1: Using four ½1; 1; 1	 codes, nine ½3; 2; 2	 codes and 16 ½5; 3; 3	 codes, we obtain a
½111; m þ 1; 69 m	 code. These codes are *-self-orthogonal and for m ¼ 34; the
code is *-self-dual.
Example 4. Let F :¼ F7ðx; yÞ be deﬁned by
y2 ¼ x3 þ 3:
The different of the extension F=F7ðxÞ is given by P0 þ PN where P0 is the place
above x3 þ 3 and PN is the pole of x: Thus g ¼ 1: Choose fðxÞ ¼ x7  x ¼Q
bAF7 ðx  bÞ: Then for bAF7; the place x  b splits completely if and only if ba0:
Thus the divisor D is supported by 12 places of degree 1 and one place of degree 2.
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From (25) we must have
2GpP0 þ 11PN:
We choose Gm :¼ mPN ð1pmp5Þ: Since g ¼ 1; all codes from Gm have dimension
m: Using 12 ½1; 1; 1	 codes and one ½2; 2; 1	 code we obtain a ½14; m; 13 m	 code.
These codes are *-self-orthogonal (*-self-duality is not possible since we have strict
inequality in (25)). Observe that in this case the inner product (23) is on all 14
coordinates. Product (23) coincides with the usual inner product except on one
position where we can choose t
ð13Þ
2 ¼ 1: Using 12 ½1; 1; 1	 codes and one ½3; 2; 2	
code we obtain a *-self-orthogonal ½15; m; 14 m	 code.
Example 5. Let F :¼ F8ðx; yÞ be deﬁned by
y2 þ y ¼ x
2 þ x þ 1
x
:
This curve was considered in [5]. As noted in [5], this curve has the remarkable
property that it achieves the Hasse-Weil bound for F8: The different of F=F8ðxÞ is
given by 2P0 þ 2PN (where P0 ðPNÞ is the zero (pole) of x in F ) so that g ¼ 1: The
function ﬁeld F consists of 14 places of degree 1 (two of which arise from places
which ramify and the remaining from degree one places which split completely), 21
places of degree 2 (one of which comes from the inert degree one place x þ 1 and the
remaining arising from 10 degree two places which split completely). For each of
these places, except PN and P0; choose the corresponding monic irreducible
polynomial in F8 and let fðxÞ be the product of all of these polynomials. From (25)
we must have
GpP0 þ 26PN:
We choose Gm :¼ P0 þ mPN ð0pmp26Þ: Since g ¼ 1; all codes from Gm have
dimension m þ 1: Using 12 ½1; 1; 1	 codes and 21 ½3; 2; 2	 codes we obtain a ½75; m þ
1; 53 m	 code. These codes are *-self-orthogonal and for m ¼ 26; the code is
*-self-dual.
Next we choose fðxÞ to be the product of all degree one polynomials (except x and
x þ 1) together with ﬁve degree two polynomials which split completely. With this
choice of fðxÞ; the divisor D is supported by 12 degree 1 places and 10 degree 2
places. From (25) we must have
GpP0 þ 15PN:
We choose Gm :¼ P0 þ mPN ð0pmp15Þ: Using 12 ½1; 1; 1	 codes and 10 ½3; 2; 2	
codes we obtain a ½42; m þ 1; 31 m	 code. These codes are *-self-orthogonal and
for m ¼ 15; the code is *-self-dual.
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